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ABSTRACT
This paper studies multiple regimes and low-frequency oscillations in the Northern Hemisphere zonal-
mean zonal flow in winter, using 55 yr of daily observational data. The probability density function esti-
mated in the phase space spanned by the two leading empirical orthogonal functions exhibits two distinct,
statistically significant maxima. The two regimes associated with these maxima describe persistent zonal-
flow states that are characterized by meridional displacements of the midlatitude jet, poleward and equa-
torward of its time-mean position. The geopotential height anomalies of either regime have a pronounced
zonally symmetric component, but largest-amplitude anomalies are located over the Atlantic and Pacific
Oceans. High-frequency synoptic transients participate in the maintenance of and transitions between these
regimes.
Significant oscillatory components with periods of 147 and 72 days are identified by spectral analysis of
the zonal-flow time series. These oscillations are described by singular spectrum analysis and the multitaper
method. The 147-day oscillation involves zonal-flow anomalies that propagate poleward, while the 72-day
oscillation only manifests northward propagation in the Atlantic sector. Both modes mainly describe
changes in the midlatitude jet position and intensity. In the horizontal plane though, the two modes exhibit
synchronous centers of action located over the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. The two persistent flow regimes
are associated with slow phases of either oscillation.
1. Introduction
In this paper, we study the zonally symmetric com-
ponent of extratropical atmospheric variability in the
Northern Hemisphere (NH) using observational data.
We concentrate on low-frequency variability (LFV),
whose time scales are longer than the few days associ-
ated with synoptic eddy evolution.
LFV is characterized by a predominantly equivalent
barotropic vertical structure (Wallace 1983). The LFV
modes that have a pronounced zonally symmetric com-
ponent are referred to as annular modes (Wallace
2000). The annular mode in the NH is called the Arctic
Oscillation (AO; Deser 2000; Thompson and Wallace
2000; Thompson et al. 2000; Wallace 2000; Robertson
2001), while in the Southern Hemisphere (SH) it is
known as zonal-flow vacillation (Hartmann 1995; Hart-
mann and Lo 1998; Feldstein and Lee 1998; Lorenz and
Hartmann 2001; Koo et al. 2003). Both modes stand out
as the leading empirical orthogonal function (EOF) of
data that are either low-pass filtered (AO) or zonally
averaged (zonal-flow vacillation; see Feldstein and Lee
1998).
The annular modes consist of meridional displace-
ments of the zonally averaged zonal jet (Lorenz and
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Hartmann 2001, 2003). They have also been obtained in
idealized numerical models (Robinson 1991, 1996,
2000; Yu and Hartmann 1993; Feldstein and Lee 1996;
Koo and Ghil 2002; Kravtsov et al. 2005a). The mecha-
nisms that govern this behavior are not fully under-
stood. Kidson and Watterson (1999) and Feldstein
(2000) proposed linear explanations for the variability
associated with annular modes. In contrast, Koo et al.
(2003) recently presented a nonlinear framework for
zonal-flow vacillation, based on the paradigm of mul-
tiple weather regimes (Reinhold and Pierrehumbert
1982; Legras and Ghil 1985; Marshall and Molteni
1993). The weather regimes in this context are associ-
ated with two persistent zonal-jet states; zonal-flow vac-
illation is the result of irregular transitions between
them due to wave–mean flow interactions.
The two states found by Koo et al. (2003) are asso-
ciated with distinct probability density function (PDF)
maxima in a phase space spanned by the two leading
EOFs of the zonal-mean zonal flow. In addition, the
time series of the dataset’s first principal component
(PC-1) exhibits statistically significant spectral peaks
representing ultra-low-frequency oscillations. The au-
thors have shown that SH multiple regimes are associ-
ated with extreme phases of these oscillations (Ghil and
Robertson 2002), a fact that may provide a basis for
improved intraseasonal prediction of weather regimes.
Multiple flow regimes in the NH have been examined
by Ghil and Childress (1987, chapter 6), Mo and Ghil
(1988), Cheng and Wallace (1993), Kimoto and Ghil
(1993a,b), Plaut and Vautard (1994), and Smyth et al.
(1999), among others. They are typically characterized
by a large degree of zonal asymmetry; some of the theo-
ries for the existence of these regimes involve NH to-
pography (Charney and DeVore 1979; Kalnay-Rivas
and Merkine 1981; Pedlosky 1981; Legras and Ghil
1985; Ghil and Robertson 2000). On the other hand,
nonlinear properties of the NH annular mode have not
been studied extensively so far.
In this paper, we perform an analysis of NH zonal-
mean zonal flow observations that parallels the one of
Koo et al. (2003) for the SH. Zonal averaging is used to
exclude from consideration or at least minimize flow
signatures associated with lower-boundary forcing,
such as topography. We examine evidence for the ex-
istence of multiple zonal-flow regimes and low-
frequency oscillations, and the connection between the
two, if any.
The paper is organized as follows. The datasets and
statistical methodology are described in section 2, while
multiple flow regimes, low-frequency oscillations, and
the relationship between them are studied in sections 3,
4, and 5, respectively. A summary and discussion of the
results follow in section 6. Appendix A sets up the sto-
chastic model that serves as the null hypothesis we use
for midlatitude LFV, while appendix B studies in
greater detail the degree of zonal symmetry of our flow
regimes.
2. Data and methods
a. Datasets
In this study, we used averaged daily data for wind
(u, ) and geopotential height Z from the National Cen-
ters for Environmental Prediction–National Center for
Atmospheric Research (NCEP–NCAR) Reanalysis
(Kalnay et al. 1996). We analyzed the data subset for
NH winter (1 December–31 March), from December
1948 to March 2003, on a 2.5°  2.5° latitude–longitude
grid, using 12 pressure levels (1000, 925, 850, 700, 600,
500, 400, 300, 250, 200, 150, and 100 hPa) for wind data
and three levels (700, 500, and 250 hPa) for geopoten-
tial height data. The daily time series thus contained
55  121  6655 days.
The wind components were decomposed as
u  u  u*,   *, 1	
where square brackets denote the zonal average and a
star the deviation from it. Following Lorenz and Hart-
mann (2003), we divided “eddy” time series u* and *
into three parts, namely the high-frequency, quasi-
stationary, and residual parts:
u*  u*H  u*S  u*R, *  *H  *S  *R. 2	
The high-frequency and quasi-stationary eddies were
found using a 10-day cutoff high-pass and a 40-day cut-
off low-pass filters (Otnes and Enochson 1978), respec-
tively. Both filters had 45 weights. The residual eddies
were defined as the remainder after the high-frequency
and quasi-stationary eddies are removed. The eddy mo-
mentum flux F  [u* *] was also decomposed as
F  FH  FS  FR, 3	
with FH  [u*H*H], FS  [u*S*S], and FR  F 
 FH 
 FS.
First, the seasonal cycle was removed from the data.
This cycle was estimated by applying a 10-day running
mean to daily [u], FH, FS, FR, and Z data and averaging
over all years. Next, the El Niño–Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) signal was linearly removed from all fields (see
Lorenz and Hartmann 2003). This signal was defined by
regressing each field onto centered and normalized
time series of the Niño-3 index, that is the SST anomaly
averaged over the box 5°S–5°N, 150°–90°W. The time
series of the daily Niño-3 index was obtained by apply-
ing a cubic spline to its monthly time series. We then
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analyzed the datasets of daily anomalies [u], F H, F S,
F R, and Z so obtained.
b. EOF analysis
We performed an EOF analysis of the zonal-wind
anomalies [u], obtained as described above. For this
analysis, the data fields were weighted by the square
root of the cosine of latitude and by the square root of
the pressure interval representing each level.
Following Lorenz and Hartmann (2003), EOFs of
monthly and vertically averaged anomalies [u] were
first computed. Monthly anomalies were computed by
taking 30-day nonoverlapping boxcar averages of the
daily data. Two leading EOFs account for 45% and
27% of the dataset’s total month-to-month variance,
and are well separated from each other, as well as from
other EOFs, according to the heuristic test of North et
al. (1982). Ten leading EOFs account for a major por-
tion (about 99%) of the month-to-month variance.
The two leading EOFs are not sensitive to the par-
ticular choice of ENSO index or the method of remov-
ing the ENSO signal: Lorenz and Hartmann (2003),
who did use a different, multivariate ENSO index, ob-
tained zonal-wind EOFs that are virtually identical to
ours. After linearly removing the ENSO signal in both
Lorenz and Hartmann (2003) and in our paper, the
centers of action of the leading zonal-wind EOF move
poleward by about 2.5°, while the correlation of the
leading principal component with the northern annular
mode index (Thompson and Wallace 2000) increases
from about 0.8 to 0.9.
Figure 1 shows monthly zonal-wind anomalies re-
gressed on the normalized PC-1 (EOF-1; Fig. 1a) and
PC-2 (EOF-2; Fig. 1b) of monthly [u]. The spatial
patterns of these anomalies are very similar to those
computed by Lorenz and Hartmann (2003, their Fig. 3)
for a shorter dataset (1975–2000). Both modes have an
approximately equivalent barotropic vertical structure.
The first mode exhibits dipolar variability with opposite
anomaly centers located at 30° and 55°N. The node is
located near 42°N, which corresponds to the latitude of
the maximum low-level winds (not shown). Low-level
westerlies are a signature of a midlatitude jet, which is
maintained by the eddies; see Lorenz and Hartmann
(2003), their Fig. 2. EOF-1 is thus associated primarily
with changes in the midlatitude jet position. EOF-2, on
the other hand, describes changes in the jet’s intensity.
Daily time series of the ten leading EOFs were com-
puted by projecting daily [u] anomalies onto the cor-
responding monthly mean EOFs. The normalized daily
FIG. 1. Leading EOFs of monthly mean zonal wind after linearly removing ENSO variabil-
ity: (a) zonal-mean zonal wind anomalies (m s
1) regressed on PC-1 of the vertical- and
zonal-mean zonal wind using monthly data; (b) same as in (a), but for PC-2.
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PCs so obtained were then used for PDF estimation. If
full 2D fields are used in the procedure above (not
shown), the two leading PCs are virtually identical to
those obtained using vertically averaged fields: the cor-
relation between the PC-1s and PC-2s computed by the
two methods is 0.98 and 0.96, respectively.
c. PDF estimation
To estimate the PDF of zonal-wind data, we em-
ployed a multivariate kernel density estimator (Silver-
man 1986) with an Epanechnikov kernel, as used by
Kimoto and Ghil (1983a) and Koo et al. (2003). In this
method, the smoothness of the estimated PDF is con-
trolled by the smoothing parameter h. Small values of h
generally result in spurious PDF maxima, while too
large values of h introduce a large bias into the final
density estimates. We therefore used trial and error to
choose, in each case, an optimal smoothing parameter
ho in such a way that the main features of the final
density estimate were robust across a moderate range
of variations in h, ho 
 h  h  ho  h, with typical
values of ho  0.5 and h  0.1. The PDF was estimated
in a two-dimensional (2D) phase space, spanned by the
two leading EOFs of the monthly mean zonal-mean
flow, using a Euclidean root-mean-square metric. We
also estimated an angular PDF, in which sample maps
in physical space are projected onto the unit circle in
the same 2D phase space. Such an angular, correlation-
based metric emphasizes changes in the zonal-jet pro-
file, rather than changes in the jet strength (Mo and
Ghil 1988; Kimoto and Ghil 1993a).
The PDF of the time series generated by a linear
Markovian stochastic process forced by Gaussian noise
has a normal distribution. Deviations from Gaussianity
in the estimated density, for example multiple PDF
maxima, thus indicate that nonlinear processes are at
work in generating this time series; such processes may
include multiplicative noise, as well as purely determin-
istic nonlinearities. We assessed the statistical signifi-
cance of such deviations by fitting a multivariate linear
stochastic model to the observed time series in the
phase space of the ten leading EOFs of the zonal-mean
flow (see appendix A). This model (Kravtsov et al.
2005b) is a multilevel generalization of the first-order
autoregressive [AR(1)] model used by Koo et al. (2003)
for the same purpose. One hundred realizations of the
time series generated by this stochastic model, each
having the same length as the PCs of the dataset were
generated and used to compute one hundred random
PDFs with the same h as for the data. The percentage
of random PDFs that fall short of the dataset’s PDF
values gives an estimate of the statistical significance
with respect to our null hypothesis.
d. Spectral analysis methods
To examine the temporal behavior of the NH zonal
flow, we adopted two complementary methods of spec-
tral analysis (Ghil et al. 2002): the multitaper method
(MTM; Thomson 1982, 1990; Mann and Lees 1996) and
the multichannel version of singular-spectrum analysis
(SSA; Broomhead and King 1986; Fraedrich 1986; Vau-
tard and Ghil 1989; Vautard et al. 1992). MTM uses a
small set of optimal windows, or tapers, that objectively
minimize power leakage and reduce uncertainties in the
estimation of spectral density. Statistical significance
against a red-noise null hypothesis is assessed by fitting
an AR(1) process to the time series being tested (Mann
and Lees 1996).
Multichannel SSA (M-SSA) generalizes single-
channel SSA to extract oscillatory modes of variability
from a multivariate time series (Keppenne and Ghil
1993; Plaut and Vautard 1994). M-SSA finds eigenval-
ues and eigenvectors of the grand covariance matrix C
computed for an augmented vector time series; the lat-
ter consists of the original vector time series and M
lagged copies thereof. The window size M determines
the range of periodicities that may be detected. The
eigenvalues of C are called the space–time EOFs or
ST-EOFs; the associated space–time PCs (ST-PCs) are
single-channel time series that are computed by pro-
jecting augmented vector time series onto the ST-
EOFs. M-SSA identifies an oscillation in a multivariate
time series when two consecutive eigenvalues of C (or-
dered by size) are nearly equal, the corresponding ST-
EOFs are periodic, with the same period and in quadra-
ture, while the associated ST-PCs are in quadrature as
well. Following Allen and Robertson (1996) we apply,
in addition to the criteria above, a Monte Carlo test to
ascertain the statistical significance of the oscillation
detected by M-SSA.
When the methods described above identified mul-
tiple flow regimes or low-frequency oscillations, we
performed a composite analysis keyed to a given re-
gime or a given phase of a low-frequency oscillation to
describe the anomalies in the physical space associated
with them (Ghil and Mo 1991a,b; Plaut and Vautard
1994). The statistical significance of each composite
anomaly field was estimated using a nonparametric
Monte Carlo method (Dole and Gordon 1983; Vautard
et al. 1990; Plaut and Vautard 1994). First, we gathered
into time segments the consecutive days belonging to a
given oscillation phase or a given regime, including a
null regime defined as all data points that do not belong
to any of the regimes identified. These segments were
randomly shuffled 100 times, thus providing 100 inde-
pendent realizations with the same length. Each quan-
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tity that was estimated for a given composite, whether
keyed to a given regime or to an oscillation’s given
phase category, was also computed using the 100
shuffled sets of category numbers. The 95% confidence
interval, for example, is then bounded by the 5th and
95th percentiles of the random values so computed,
sorted in ascending order.
3. Probability density estimation
a. PDF estimates for the entire dataset
We estimated the 2D PDF of the daily zonal-mean
flow anomalies as described in section 2c. The results
obtained with a smoothing parameter h  0.55 are
shown in Fig. 2a. The PDF has an overall circular shape,
but its global maximum, which is statistically significant,
is located slightly off-center. Three statistically signifi-
cant ridges are identified in the first, second, and third
quadrants.
In addition to a local test of statistical significance
(see section 2c), we also perform, following Koo et al.
(2003), a global significance test because of Hsu and
Zwiers (2001); the latter test determines whether sig-
nificant local departures from a Gaussian PDF contrib-
ute a globally significant amount of probability. To do
so, one integrates an estimated PDF over the areas
identified as significant in the local test, and ranks this
FIG. 2. Probability density estimation for the entire dataset: (a) Two-dimensional PDF (solid
contours) in a plane spanned by EOF-1 and EOF-2, with a smoothing parameter of h  0.55.
Dashed contours show the confidence levels, that is the number, out of 100, of random PDFs
(see text for details) that fall short of the estimated PDF values for the data; contours are 90,
95, and 99, the regions with values larger than 95 are shaded. (c) Light straight lines bound the
regime sectors that are defined. (b) Global significance test (see text for details). (c) Angular
PDF in the same plane as in (a), with smoothing parameter h  0.4 rad; horizontal solid lines
show 95% and 99% confidence levels, while vertical dashed lines define the boundaries of the
sectorial regimes. (d) Same as in (b), but for the angular PDF estimate.
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statistic, called an IPDF, against the probabilities ob-
tained by integrating the synthetic PDFs over their re-
spective areas of local significance. The results of this
test are shown in Fig. 2b, which shows the number, out
of 100, of synthetic PDFs that have an integrated prob-
ability lower than that of the data, as a function of local
significance level. We find that the areas that are locally
significant at the 95% level and higher are also likely to
be globally significant, with a high probability of about
80%.
Significant regions in Fig. 2a, aside from the global
maximum located close to the center, appear as three
elongated ridges. We therefore computed an angular
PDF, which is shown in Fig. 2c. The angle is measured
from the positive EOF-1 axis, and we used the smooth-
ing parameter of ho  0.4 rad. Three PDF maxima are
identified, two of which are significant globally, as well
as locally (see Figs. 2c,d).
The sectors shown in Figs. 2a,c define the boundaries
of the sectorial regimes. We collected the data points
that belong to each regime, and computed correspond-
ing distributions of residence times (not shown). The
mean residence time for each of the regimes I, II, or III
in the synthetic dataset is of about 3.5 days, while the
95% confidence level corresponds to a residence time
of about 4.5 days. The residence times for regimes I, II,
and III in our NH dataset are of about 4.7 days. We
thus find that all three regimes are associated with
anomalously persistent flow patterns: their residence
times are significantly longer than those of their syn-
thetic random counterparts, at the 95% confidence
level. To examine if this increased persistence is asso-
ciated with particular geographical flow patterns, we
consider next quasi-stationary (QS) subsets of the full
dataset, as suggested by Mo and Ghil (1988).
b. PDF estimates for quasi-stationary data
To obtain QS subsets of the data, we used two dif-
ferent methods. The first one, due to Koo et al. (2003),
computes the Euclidean, as well as the angular distance
between two samples one day apart, in the 10D phase
space defined in section 2b. The Euclidean distance D
and the angular distance  between two vectors x and y
are given, respectively, by
D  |x 
 y|, cos  x · y|x| |y| . 4	
Here the dot denotes the scalar product x · y  i xiyi,
while |x|2  x · x. The relationship between these two
measures, for all pairs of successive maps, is shown in
Fig. 3 as a scatterplot. The QS subset was defined by
collecting the points that fall into the lower left corner,
below the straight regression line and to the left of the
FIG. 3. Data scatter in terms of two distance measures: the sloping solid line indicates a least
squares linear fit; the vertical line denotes 1.5 times the mean value of the Euclidean distance.
The QS subset consists of data that lie to the left of the vertical line and below the sloping one.
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vertical at 1.5 times the mean Euclidean distance. The
resulting QS subset consists of 3493 maps, which con-
stitutes roughly half of the original dataset.
The other method (Legras and Ghil 1985; Vautard et
al. 1988) concentrates on persistent sequences of
anomalies. For each record t, and for a given charac-
teristic time T, a persistence score s(t, T) was defined as
st, T	  maxAt	: t  t  t  T, 5	
where A(t ) is the Euclidean distance, in the same 10D
phase space, between two maps sampled at times t and
t , respectively. Thus, for large enough T, a low score
s(t, T) characterizes a sequence during which the flow
pattern does not change dramatically. We used the
value of T  10 days; the results do not change quali-
tatively if larger or smaller values of T, from 8 to 12
days, are used. A persistent dataset was defined as the
one that consists of sequences whose score is lower than
the mean score computed over all sequences; this sub-
set has 3632 data points.
The QS and persistent subsets defined above have
about the same number of points, roughly 3500 versus
3600; still, they emphasize somewhat different dynami-
cal regimes. The former collects pairs of consecutive
maps that are both well correlated and close to each
other in terms of Euclidean distance; the resulting sub-
set thus concentrates on recurrent, but not necessarily
persistent anomalies that, moreover, may have a rela-
tively large amplitude (Koo et al. 2003). In contrast, the
persistent subset is biased toward small-amplitude
anomalies, since it employs a Euclidean-distance mea-
sure only, while it considers only the patterns charac-
terized by a relatively long lifetime of about 10 days.
We compute next PDFs of the QS and persistent data
subsets. To estimate the statistical significance of the
resulting PDF, the surrogate random time series de-
fined in section 2c were subsampled in the same way as
the QS and persistent data subsets, and random PDFs
were computed with the same smoothing parameter as
for the observed data. The PDF for the QS subset es-
timated with the smoothing parameter of ho  0.6 is
shown in Fig. 4a. It has a bimodal distribution with the
main maximum close to the global maximum in the
PDF of the full dataset (Fig. 2a), and a secondary maxi-
mum in the third quadrant that corresponds to a statis-
tically significant ridge in Fig. 2a. The two maxima are
statistically significant, both locally and globally (Fig.
4b).
The PDF of the persistent data subset (not shown),
on the other hand, is qualitatively very similar to the
full dataset’s PDF (Fig. 2a), but with the statistically
significant ridges being more pronounced in the former.
Following Vautard et al. (1988), we computed the per-
sistence probability as the ratio between the sub-
sampled and full data PDFs, each weighted by the total
number of records in the corresponding dataset. This
distribution is shown in Fig. 4c and is, once again, sig-
nificantly bimodal; moreover, the two persistence
maxima are located close to the phase-space density
maxima in Fig. 4a. The persistence maxima associated
with regimes A and B are characterized by a persis-
tence probability of about 70% and 65%, respectively.
To identify the spatial patterns associated with each
PDF maximum, we collected all the points in the full
dataset that fall within the two ellipses A and B in Figs.
4a,c. A total of 1362 and 1102 days are assigned to
regimes A and B, respectively. The semiaxes of the two
ellipses here were chosen subjectively, given the small
amount of observational data, to achieve a compromise
between statistical significance and closeness to the
PDF maxima for each regime. Kondrashov et al. (2004)
have explored the sensitivity of results on the size of the
ellipses in a very long simulation (54 000 days) of an
intermediate-complexity model (Marshall and Molteni
1993) and found relatively little sensitivity to the defi-
nition of the regime regions.
The distribution of residence times for both regimes
is shown in Fig. 4d. Both regimes are characterized by
anomalies that are significantly more persistent than
those computed for the random data surrogates. Re-
gime B anomalies, however, are more persistent than
those of regime A, despite the former being less fre-
quently visited: the average residence time for regime
A is 3 days, while it equals to 3.4 days for regime B.
c. Regime composites
Zonal-flow composites for regimes A and B are plot-
ted in Figs. 5a,b, respectively. Regime A is associated
with a poleward and regime B with an equatorward
shift of the zonal midlatitude jet, away from its clima-
tological position; both regimes have a nearly equiva-
lent barotropic vertical structure, as expected.
Composites of the 700-hPa geopotential height
anomalies for regimes A and B are shown in Figs. 6a,b.
The spatial patterns of the 500- and 250-hPa anomalies
(not shown) are very similar to those at 700 hPa, in
agreement with the equivalent barotropic character of
NH LFV. The two regimes have a large degree of zonal
symmetry and are thus possibly related to the two op-
posite phases of the AO (Deser 2000; Thompson and
Wallace 2000; Thompson et al. 2000). Largest ampli-
tude anomalies for both regimes are located over the
North Atlantic and North Pacific Oceans, with a belt of
opposite-sign anomalies over the Arctic Ocean. We
demonstrate in appendix B that the set of flow maps for
regime B is indeed dominated by anomalies of the same
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sign and comparable magnitude over the Atlantic and
Pacific sectors, while for regime A the maps can be
divided into two main groups, each characterized by
large anomalies in one of the sectors and smaller
anomalies in the other.
The composites of zonally and vertically averaged
zonal-flow anomalies and eddy forcing anomalies (see
section 2a) associated with each regime are shown in
Figs. 7a,c for regime A and in Figs. 7b,d for regime B.
The high-frequency synoptic transients maintain the
anomalies in either regime, while lower frequency re-
sidual eddies damp them. Our results here, too, are
consistent with previous studies (Feldstein and Lee
1996, 1998; Koo 2001; Koo et al. 2003; Lorenz and Hart-
mann 2003). The QS eddy forcing has a large positive
projection on regime anomalies, but tends also to in-
duce poleward drift of these anomalies (see also Feld-
stein 1998; Lorenz and Hartmann 2003). Closer inspec-
tion shows that the QS eddy flux is largely dominated
by the term [u*r *  u**r ], where u*r , *r and u*, * are
deviations from zonal mean of regime anomalies and
climatological wind, respectively.
4. Spectral analysis
To focus on intraseasonal time scales, we took 5-day
nonoverlapping boxcar averages of the PC-1 and PC-2
time series. We then applied two-channel M-SSA to the
two time series so obtained and MTM to the first one
alone. In M-SSA, we chose a window of M  73 lags to
FIG. 4. PDF estimation for data subsets: (a), (b) Same as in Figs. 2a,b, but for the QS data
defined in Fig. 3; smoothing parameter is h  0.6. (c) Persistence probability (%), that is 100
times the ratio of the persistent data subset’s PDF (see text) to the full dataset’s PDFs; both
PDFs are estimated with a smoothing parameter of h  0.55 and weighted by the total number
of data points belonging to each dataset. In (a) and (c), shading indicates areas that are locally
statistically significant at the 95% level, while the two ellipses define the boundaries of distinct
flow regimes. (d) Distribution of cumulative residence times in the two regimes (symbols), as
well as 95th percentile of the residence–time distribution within a population of 100 random
surrogate data samples (lines). Circles and solid line represent regime A;  symbols and
dashed line represent regime B.
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target intraseasonal oscillatory modes; this corresponds
to a dimensional window width of 365 days and gives an
approximate spectral resolution of 1/M  0.014 cycle (5
days)
1. In MTM, we used nine tapers, which yields a
half-bandwidth resolution of 0.0075 cycle (5 days)
1.
These resolutions correspond to frequencies of about
2.7  10
3 day
1 and 1.4  10
3 day
1, respectively.
The resulting spectra are shown in Fig. 8. Two sig-
nificant oscillations, with periods of 147 and 72 days,
are identified by both methods. To confirm that the
periodic signals we have obtained are not artifacts of
the data preprocessing, we have also performed MTM
analysis of the time series obtained by projecting the
entire dataset of raw, daily zonal winds for all seasons
FIG. 6. Same as in Fig. 5, but for 700-hPa geopotential height anomalies (m). Contour
interval (CI)  5 m; negative contours dashed, zero contour dotted.
FIG. 5. Composites of zonal-mean flow anomalies (m s
1) for (a) regime A and (b) regime
B days. Solid contours are positive (eastward flow) and dashed ones are negative (westward
flow); shading indicates areas with values that are statistically significant at the 95% level.
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onto the leading EOF of filtered wintertime anomalies
(Fig. 1a). The same peaks with periods of 147 and 72
days were obtained, in addition to those that represent
the first two harmonics of the annual cycle (Fig. 9a).
These signals were found to be statistically significant at
the 99% level against a red-noise null hypothesis.
The spectral resolution used in Fig. 9a corresponds to
about 100 degrees of freedom. We may expect, there-
fore, at least one spurious spectral peak to exceed the
99% confidence level and five such peaks to exceed the
95% level. To overcome the reasonable doubts raised
by this consideration, we note that the spectral peaks at
72 and 147 days are confirmed further by using two
different types of spectral analysis (SSA and MTM) and
applying them to both raw and filtered datasets, that is,
with and without the seasonal cycle, respectively.
Figure 9b shows an arbitrarily chosen 1500-day-long
segment of the 147-day oscillation’s SSA reconstruc-
tion, along with the raw data time series; both have
been projected onto EOF-1 and the seasonal cycle was
removed from the latter. The oscillation persists
throughout all seasons.
FIG. 7. Same as in Figs. 5 and 6, but for the (a), (b) vertical- and zonal-mean zonal velocity
(m s
1); and (c), (d) minus the divergence of the vertical- and zonal-mean eddy momentum
flux components (m s
1 day
1). Lines are defined in the legend, values that are statistically
significant at the 95% level are highlighted.
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We next assigned to each record in the observation-
based time series a number, from 1 to 8, which repre-
sents a phase category for a given oscillation. To do so,
we define Y(t) to be the channel-one time series of an
M-SSA reconstruction (Keppenne and Ghil 1993; Plaut
and Vautard 1994) for the oscillation under consider-
ation, and Y˙(t) to be its local tendency. The time series
Y for a given oscillation is based on the pair of recon-
structed components (RCs) that represents it. The RC
pairs are narrow-band versions of the time series,
where the filters are derived data-adaptively from the
time series itself in order to maximize the variance cap-
tured. The two RC pairs account for 28% and 22% of
the variance of the PC-1 time series and for 15% and
10% of the variance of the PC-2 time series, for the
147-day and 72-day oscillations, respectively. The eight
phase categories were defined by dividing the time se-
ries of the angle 0    2 between the instantaneous
vector (Y, Y˙) on day t and the vector (0, 1) into eight
equally populated segments.
To check whether the 72-day oscillation is a har-
monic of the 147-day oscillation, we counted, over the
whole time series, the number Nmn of simultaneous oc-
currences of phase category m of one oscillation and
phase category n of the other (m  1, 8; n  1, 8),
following Plaut and Vautard (1994), Dettinger and Ghil
(1998), and Moron et al. (1998). If the two oscillations
are phase locked, each phase of the longer period os-
cillation must preferentially contain two consecutive
phases of the shorter period one. In contrast, we find
that Nmn is not so structured, while only a few entries in
Nmn are statistically significant at the 95% level accord-
ing to the nonparametric Monte Carlo test described in
section 2d. We conclude, therefore, that the two oscil-
lations identified by our spectral analysis are not phase
locked, nor is either one of them phase locked to the
seasonal cycle.
The composite cycle of the 147-day oscillation in
zonal flow is shown in the latitude–pressure plane in
Fig. 10. This oscillation is characterized by predomi-
FIG. 8. Power spectra of zonal-mean flow. (a) Singular spectrum obtained by M-SSA of data
in the EOF-1–EOF-2 subspace. Circles show M-SSA eigenvalues, plotted against the domi-
nant frequency associated with the corresponding space–time PCs. Two significant pairs with
periods of 147 and 72 days are identified; note that the two circles in either pair are almost
indistinguishable. The confidence intervals correspond to the 5th and 95th percentiles of 100
Monte Carlo realizations of a red-noise process with the same length, variance and lag-1
autocorrelation as the data time series being tested; see text and section 4.2 of Ghil et al.
(2002) for details. (b) Spectrum of PC-1 estimated by the MTM; solid lines are spectral
estimates, while dashed line represents a 99% confidence level with respect to a red-noise null
hypothesis. The two most salient oscillatory signals have the same periods as in (a).
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nantly equivalent barotropic anomalies that propagate
northward. Evidence for poleward propagation of
zonal-flow anomalies was presented by Feldstein
(1998). The overall pattern of the 72-day oscillation in
zonal-mean flow (not shown) is similar to that of its
lower-frequency companion, except that only the low-
latitude anomalies at the upper levels exhibit north-
ward propagation, while middle- and high-latitude
anomalies are stationary. This difference between the
spatiotemporal patterns of the 147- and 72-day oscilla-
tions provides additional evidence that the two repre-
sent different modes of variability.
FIG. 9. Estimates of oscillatory components for the entire dataset, which includes all seasons (see text for details):
(a) same as in Fig. 8b, with lines defined in the legend; (b) a 5-yr-long (1 Mar 1982–28 Feb 1987) sample time series
of SSA-reconstructed components of the 147-day oscillation (heavy line) and the raw dataset’s PC-1 (light line),
with the seasonal cycle filtered out.
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To examine the oscillations’ horizontal pattern, we
computed their composites using 700-hPa height
anomalies. The patterns at the 500- and 250-hPa levels
(not shown) are essentially the same.
Composites for the two oscillations have similar
overall patterns in the horizontal as well. The evolution
of the 72-day oscillation is displayed in Fig. 11. This
oscillation is characterized by the same main centers of
action over the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans as in Fig. 6
and thus resembles the AO. Its zonally averaged pat-
tern is stationary, while poleward propagation occurs in
the Atlantic sector; the latter is compensated, in the
zonal averages, by anomalies elsewhere.
This poleward propagation in the Atlantic sector is
most pronounced during certain phases of the oscilla-
tion. For example, the positive anomaly over the North
Atlantic during phase 1 of the oscillation (Fig. 11a)
moves northward and grows in size, occupying the Arc-
tic region by the time the oscillation reaches its second
phase (Fig. 11b), while a negative anomaly emerges
over the North Atlantic. Similarly, a negative anomaly
propagates northward, while a new positive anomaly
FIG. 10. Composite cycle of the 147-day oscillation in the zonal-mean zonal flow. (a)–(h) Phase
categories 1–8 of the oscillation, respectively. Same units and conventions as in Fig. 5.
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forms over the North Atlantic through phases 4, 5, and
6 of the oscillation (Figs. 11d–f).
The oscillation pattern over the Atlantic Ocean
strongly resembles that of Plaut and Vautard’s (1994)
70-day oscillation. In particular, phases 8, 1, 2, 3 (Figs.
11h,a,b,c) of our 72-day oscillation are analogous to
phases 5–8 of the oscillation found by the latter authors
(see their Fig. 7). The positive anomaly over the North
Atlantic (Fig. 11h) grows in amplitude and propagates
poleward through phases 1–3 (Figs. 11a–c). In contrast
to Plaut and Vautard’s (1994) findings, our oscillation is
characterized by large-amplitude anomalies over the
North Pacific Ocean as well.
5. Multiple flow regimes and low-frequency
oscillations
The spatial patterns of the regimes in Figs. 5 and 6
are similar to the extreme phases of the low-frequency
oscillations shown in Figs. 10 and 11. This similarity
suggests a complementarity between the two distinct
descriptions of midlatitude LFV, eposodic and oscilla-
tory. Such a complementarity was proposed by Ghil et
al. (1991) and Kimoto and Ghil (1993b), and examined
in detail by Plaut and Vautard (1994) for the NH
weather regimes and intraseasonal oscillations, as well
as by Koo et al. (2003) for the SH zonal-flow vacilla-
tion.
The relationship between the regimes and low-
frequency oscillations detected in sections 3 and 4 is
illustrated in Fig. 12. The results for the 147-day oscil-
lation are presented in the left column (Figs. 12a–c),
while those for the 72-day oscillation are in the right
column (Figs. 12d–f). In Figs. 12a,b and Figs. 12d,e, we
show the conditional probability of regime occurrence
given the knowledge of a given, 147- or 72-day, oscilla-
tion’s phase category, for regimes A and B. We find
that these regimes are associated with phases 1 (A) and
6 (B) of the 147-day signal and phases 7 (A) and 4 (B)
of the 72-day signal. The corresponding conditional
probabilities, (pA, pB) (147-day)  (0.28, 0.23) and (pA,
pB) (72-day)  (0.26, 0.23) are also higher than the
unconditional probabilities (0.2, 0.16) for regimes (A,
B), respectively.
The conditional probabilities of regime occurrence at
positive lead times given the knowledge of a given os-
cillation’s phase category at time zero (not shown) can
be computed in an analogous fashion. The results are
qualitatively and quantitatively similar to those of Plaut
and Vautard (1994, their Fig. 17) and Koo et al. (2003,
their Fig. 12); see also Ghil and Robertson (2002, their
Fig. 5). The low-frequency oscillation’s phase informa-
tion can thus be used for long-range prediction of a
given regime occurrence; see also Lott et al. (2001;
2004a,b) for shorter period, intraseasonal oscillations.
To examine further the relationships between re-
gimes and oscillations, we computed, for both oscilla-
tions, the composite phase velocity in the plane
spanned by PC-1 and its tendency. Both PC-1 and the
tendency time series were normalized by their respec-
FIG. 11. Same as in Fig. 10, but for the 72-day oscillation’s
geopotential height anomalies at 700 hPa (m). Contour interval
CI  5 m; negative contours dashed, zero contour dotted.
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tive standard deviations; with this normalization, a
purely sinusoidal oscillation has a constant phase veloc-
ity. Figures 12c,f show the phase velocities so defined as
a function of the phase category of the 147- and 72-day
oscillations, respectively. We find that the phase veloc-
ity has two minima: at phases 1 and 6 of the 147-day
mode, and at phases 4 and 7 of the 72-day mode; of the
two, the second minimum in each pair is statistically
FIG. 12. Multiple flow regimes and low-frequency oscillations: (a) probability of regime A
occurrence given a phase category of the 147-day oscillation (solid line); (b) same as in (a), but
for regime B. The dashed line in both panels represents the 95% confidence level. (c) Phase
velocity in the plane spanned by PC-1 and its tendency, as a function of the 147-day oscillation
phase category. The tendency is defined by the centered finite difference between two PC-1
values one day apart, divided by the time elapsed. Both PC-1 and the tendency time series are
normalized by their respective std devs, prior to computing the phase velocity. Dashed lines
represent the 5th and 95th percentile of the associated random distribution. (d)–(f) Same as
in (a)–(c), but for the 72-day oscillation.
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significant at the 95% level. These phase-velocity
minima correspond exactly to the probability maxima
associated with regimes A and B in Figs. 12a,b and
12d,e. Legras and Ghil (1985) first pointed out this con-
nection between slowing down of trajectories and re-
gime centroids in an intermediate NH model with to-
pography.
The regimes here, too, are thus related to slow phases
of either oscillation. Slowing down of the phase–space
trajectory is also consistent with the increased persis-
tence associated with either regime (see Fig. 4d).
More specifically, a statistically significant slow-down
of phase velocity is associated with regime A for the
72-day oscillation (cf. Figs. 12d and 12f) and with re-
gime B for the 147-day oscillation (cf. Figs. 12b and
12c). This pairwise association between one regime and
one oscillation is also consistent with the spatial pat-
terns of regimes and oscillations. Namely, regime B has
a more zonally symmetric character than regime A (see
Fig. 6). Furthermore, the Pacific and Atlantic anoma-
lies in regime B events are of the same sign and com-
parable magnitude, whereas the anomalies in regime A
events occur predominantly in one or the other region
(appendix B). Likewise, the 147-day oscillation is more
zonally symmetric than the 72-day oscillation: the
former is characterized by poleward propagation in
both the Atlantic and Pacific sectors (see Fig. 10), while
the latter oscillation’s poleward propagation in the At-
lantic sector is compensated elsewhere (Fig. 11).
6. Concluding remarks
a. Summary
We have studied Northern Hemisphere (NH) low-
frequency variability (LFV) using 55-yr-long daily
NCEP–NCAR reanalysis datasets for the zonal and
meridional wind and geopotential height anomalies
(Kalnay et al. 1996). We have found that the NH zonal-
mean zonal flow is characterized by the presence of
multiple flow regimes (section 3), as well as intrasea-
sonal oscillations (section 4), and established relation-
ships between these two complementary descriptions of
LFV (Ghil et al. 1991; Kimoto and Ghil 1993b; Ghil and
Robertson 2002) in section 5.
In the reduced phase space spanned by the two lead-
ing EOFs of the zonal-mean zonal flow, the probability
density function (PDF) is non-Gaussian (Fig. 2), with
multiple maxima present in the angular PDF (Fig. 2c)
and significant ridging in the Euclidean PDF (Fig. 2a);
the former emphasizes changes in the zonal-jet profile,
rather than changes in jet strength. In contrast, the Eu-
clidean PDF for the quasi-stationary (QS) data subset
(Mo and Ghil 1988; Koo et al. 2003) is significantly
bimodal (Fig. 4a). The persistence probability (Vautard
et al. 1988) is highly bimodal as well (Figs. 4c), and the
probability maxima in Fig. 4c coincide with PDF
maxima in Fig. 4a. Two distinct regimes are thus iden-
tified, which are characterized by anomalously persis-
tent flow patterns (Fig. 4d).
Composites of the two regimes show anomalies that
correspond primarily to changes in the midlatitude jet
position: in regime A the jet is displaced poleward,
while in regime B it is displaced equatorward relative to
its climatological position (Fig. 5). The regimes’ pat-
terns in the horizontal plane strongly resemble two op-
posite phases of the Arctic Oscillation (AO; Deser
2000; Thompson and Wallace 2000; Thompson et al.
2000): regime A is characterized by positive height
anomalies over the midlatitude Atlantic and Pacific
Oceans, and a belt of negative anomalies over the Arc-
tic Ocean, while regime B has roughly the opposite
features (Fig. 6).
We found (see appendix B) that the majority of the
maps used to compute the regime B composite do pos-
sess same-sign anomalies over the Atlantic and Pacific
Oceans, while only a third of the maps for regime A
satisfy this property. The common spatial pattern of
most regime B maps clearly resembles the AO regime
found by Kondrashov et al. (2004) in the three-level
quasigeostrophic model of Marshall and Molteni
(1993). Kravtsov et al. (2005b) have associated this re-
gime with an unstable equilibrium in that model’s phase
space. We conclude, therefore, that regime B is likely to
arise from nonlinear atmospheric dynamics.
The regime anomalies are found to be maintained by
synoptic eddies and damped by lower frequency tran-
sients, consistent with previous studies (Feldstein and
Lee 1996, 1998; Koo 2001; Koo et al. 2003; Lorenz and
Hartmann 2003). Furthermore, the eddy momentum
flux due to interactions between the nonzonal part of
the anomalies associated with each regime and the cli-
matological stationary wave tends to induce a poleward
drift of regime anomalies (Feldstein 1998; Lorenz and
Hartmann 2003; see Fig. 7 and section 3c here).
Two advanced spectral analysis techniques, multi-
channel singular spectrum analysis (M-SSA) and the
multitaper method (MTM) have been applied to the
leading principal components (PCs) time series of the
zonal-mean zonal flow. Both M-SSA and MTM spectra
exhibit two common oscillatory modes, with statisti-
cally significant peaks near 147 and 72 days (Fig. 8).
Both oscillations are characterized by anomalies that
have a predominantly equivalent barotropic vertical
structure and persist throughout the year, as shown in
Fig. 9 for the 147-day oscillation. The 147-day oscilla-
tion’s zonal-flow anomalies propagate poleward
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(Fig. 10), while the 72-day oscillation’s pattern is sta-
tionary in middle and high latitudes, with some pole-
ward propagation in the low-latitudes’ upper levels (not
shown). The horizontal patterns of the two oscillations
are both reminiscent of the AO (Fig. 11). Over the
North Atlantic, the 72-day oscillation’s pattern closely
resembles Plaut and Vautard’s (1994) 70-day oscilla-
tion, with similar variations in the jet position and in-
tensity over this ocean basin.
The two zonal-flow regimes are found to be associ-
ated with slow phases of either oscillation (Fig. 12): the
conditional probabilities of a given regime occurrence
when assuming the phase category of a given oscillation
are significantly higher than the corresponding uncon-
ditional probabilities (see Figs. 12a,b for regime A and
Figs. 12d,e for regime B). This provides hope for im-
proved long-range forecasts of zonal-flow regimes (see
also Plaut and Vautard 1994; Ghil and Robertson 2002;
Koo et al. 2003).
b. Discussion
Our statistical analysis has identified connections be-
tween multiple regimes and low-frequency oscillations;
these connections may be helpful for improved predic-
tion of regime anomalies. The present results, though,
do not provide a definitive explanation for the dynami-
cal reasons behind or causal relationships between the
regimes and oscillations. It is possible that our oscilla-
tions are dominated by linear dynamics and that the
nonlinear effects, such as anomalous slowdown of tra-
jectories during certain phases of either oscillation, are
secondary; the regimes in this interpretation are mere
manifestations of these slight nonlinear modifications
of linear wave dynamics. Alternatively, the regimes
may reflect separate dynamical entities, such as mul-
tiple equilibria in the midlatitude atmosphere’s phase
space, while linear wave trajectories are deflected and
altered in the neighborhood of the regimes. Our results
indicate that at least one of the zonal-flow regimes,
regime B, may be associated with such an unstable fixed
point (see section 6a). Finally, the regimes and oscilla-
tions may represent a genuinely nonlinear combination
associated with hetero- or homoclinic orbits (Kimoto
and Ghil 1993; Itoh and Kimoto 1999; Crommelin 2003;
Kondrashov et al. 2004; Selten and Branstator 2004).
Our results emphasize zonally symmetric aspects of
NH LFV and are qualitatively consistent with those for
the Southern Hemisphere (SH) LFV (Koo 2001; Koo
and Ghil 2002; Koo et al. 2003), despite the presence of
the NH topography. The role of topography in NH
LFV has been explored in a sequence of papers (Char-
ney and DeVore 1979; Pedlosky 1981; Legras and Ghil
1985; Ghil and Robertson 2000, and references
therein). The particular theory pursued in these papers
relies on a combination of topographic resonance and
barotropic instability and was used to explain the pres-
ence of multiple flow regimes in NH flow (Benzi et al.
1986; Ghil and Childress 1987, chapter 6; Mo and Ghil
1988; Cheng and Wallace 1993; Kimoto and Ghil
1993a,b; Hansen and Sutera 1995; Smyth et al. 1999).
The latter regimes were heretofore identified by clus-
tering analysis on a subspace spanned by EOFs of hori-
zontal (latitude–longitude) fields (Mo and Ghil 1988;
Molteni et al. 1990) or by using a highly nonlinear sepa-
rating functional, the wave amplitude index (Benzi et
al. 1986), on this subspace. The regimes so determined
had a large degree of zonal asymmetry, with features
mostly concentrated in two sectors, Atlantic and Pa-
cific, and were often associated with extreme phases of
intraseasonal oscillations that had periods of 15–40 days
(Ghil and Robertson 2002; Lott et al. 2004a,b).
In contrast, the regimes identified in the present pa-
per are much more zonally symmetric. This fundamen-
tal difference may be due to our concentrating on
longer time scales, of several months, and choosing a
different approach to the preliminary data compres-
sion. To wit, we set out to emphasize the zonal-mean
flow by using its monthly mean EOFs (see section 2b),
while earlier studies employed the EOFs of the hori-
zontal fields, typically low-pass filtered at 10 days. The
two procedures are complementary, with the present
method tracking the lowest frequency modes of suban-
nual variability, which have a tendency to be more zon-
ally symmetric (Kutzbach 1970; Mo and Ghil 1988;
Thompson and Wallace 2000), while the previous meth-
odology concentrated on sectorial regimes that have
somewhat shorter time scales and, presumably, differ-
ent dynamics associated with them.
The observational findings of Koo and coauthors
(Koo 2001; Koo et al. 2003) and ours are consistent with
recent theories for the origin and maintenance of an-
nular modes. Koo and Ghil (2002) presented such a
theory using a nonlinear, low-order model. While Ce-
helsky and Tung (1987) argued that multiple regimes in
low-order models may be artifacts of extreme trunca-
tion, Kravtsov et al. (2003, 2005a) have essentially re-
covered Koo and Ghil’s (2002) bimodality results in a
higher dimensional setting. In Kravtsov et al. (2003,
2005a), the behavior of a two-layer atmospheric model
with fairly high spatial resolution was studied as a func-
tion of the surface friction, expressed in terms of the
barotropic spindown time scale tf. For high values of
surface friction, 2  tf  6 days, this model is charac-
terized by unimodal behavior. As the surface friction
decreases to more realistic values, two regimes are
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found, which differ by the meridional position of the
midlatitude jet.
The model’s variability in the parameter range of
bimodality is characterized by irregular transitions be-
tween its high-latitude and low-latitude states, as well
as by the presence of equivalent barotropic, ultra-low-
frequency oscillations with periods longer than 100
days. The two states become increasingly more sepa-
rated in latitude as tf increases further, while the peri-
ods of the ultra-low-frequency modes decrease.
Lorenz and Hartmann (2001, 2003) estimate the sur-
face friction parameter to be tf  9 days for the SH and
tf  7 days for the NH. These parameter values place
both hemispheres in the bimodal regime, according to
Kravtsov et al.’s (2005a) model results, which is consis-
tent with the observational findings of Koo et al. (2003)
and of the present paper. Furthermore, the ultra-low-
frequency oscillations in the SH do have slightly shorter
periods, of 135 and 70 days (Koo et al. 2003), while the
jet positions of the two SH regimes are located further
apart in latitude than their NH counterparts. There is
thus strong evidence, both observational and theoreti-
cal, that the zonal-flow behavior in both hemispheres
differs substantially from the one predicted by a linear,
purely noise-driven model, as proposed earlier (Kidson
and Watterson 1999; Feldstein 2000).
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APPENDIX A
Linear Stochastic Model for Null Hypothesis
To test the statistical significance of the observed
PDF, we formulated a null hypothesis stating that the
observed time series in the ten-dimensional space of
leading zonal-flow EOFs (see sections 2b, c) cannot be
distinguished from a linear stochastic process. The
model that describes the latter was obtained following
Kravtsov et al. (2005b). This model is a multilevel gen-
eralization of the one used by Koo et al. (2003). If x is
a given vector time series, the one-level model has the
general form
dx  B0	xdt  dr0	, A1	
where the matrix B(0) and the covariance matrix Q 
r(0)r(0)
T
 of the residual forcing r(0) are determined by
least squares. If the inverse model contains a large num-
ber of variables, the statistical distribution of r(0) at a
given instant is nearly Gaussian, according to the cen-
tral limit theorem (Von Mises 1964).
However, the stochastic forcing r(0) in Eq. (A1) in-
volves serial correlations and might also depend on the
modeled process x. We include, therefore, an additional
model level to express the time increments dr(0) as a
linear function of an extended state vector [x, r(0)], and
estimate this level’s residual forcing r(1). More levels are
being added in the same way, until the Nth level’s re-
sidual r(N1) becomes white in time, and its lag-0 cor-
relation matrix no longer changes if we add one more
level. The complete stochastic model is thus given by
dx  B0	xdt  r0	dt,
dr0	  B1	x, r0	dt  r1	dt,
dr1	  B2	x, r0	, r1	dt  r2	dt,
· · ·
drN	  BN	x, r0	, r1	, . . . , rN	dt  drN1	. A2	
For the data used in this study, the optimal number of
layers is equal to 3, including the zeroth layer (that is
N  2).
One hundred synthetic time series with the same
length as that of the data were then generated by inte-
grating the model (A2) with dt  1 day, while substi-
tuting dr(3) by white-noise increments that have the es-
timated lag-0 correlation matrix.
APPENDIX B
On Zonal Symmetry of Regime Composites
The regime composites A and B (Fig. 6) exhibit
anomalies of the same sign over the Atlantic and Pacific
sectors. Are individual regime maps characterized by
the same property? To address this question, we have
computed, following Deser (2000), the leading EOFs of
monthly wintertime 700-mb geopotential height
anomalies for the whole NH, as well as for its Atlantic
(90°W–90°E) and Pacific (90°E–270°W) sectors.
Regression maps of monthly height anomalies onto
the hemispheric and sectorial leading PCs are plotted in
Fig. B1. Figure B1a, based on hemispheric results,
shows an annular mode with a negative center over the
Arctic and positive anomalies in both the Atlantic and
Pacific sectors; the maps based on Atlantic-only (Fig.
B1b) and Pacific-only (Fig. B1c) PCs show anomalies
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that are mostly confined within their respective base
sectors. We have formed daily time series of hemi-
spheric and sectorial patterns by projecting daily data
onto the corresponding monthly mean EOFs. The cor-
relations between these time series are C(Hemisphere,
Atlantic)  0.92, C(Hemisphere, Pacific)  0.47, and
C(Atlantic, Pacific)  0.15. A small correlation be-
tween the Atlantic and Pacific time series shows a weak
FIG. B2. Conditional probabilities of regime occurrence given magnitude categories of the
leading Atlantic and Pacific PCs of Fig. 13; (a), (c) for regime A; (b), (d): for regime B. Light
horizontal lines in (a), (b) and shading in (c), (d) show the 95% confidence level based on a
linear bivariate stochastic process null hypothesis.
FIG. B1. Regression maps of wintertime 700-mb height anomalies onto the leading PCs computed for
(a) the whole NH; (b) the North Atlantic sector; and (c) the North Pacific sector; CI  10 m, negative
contours dashed, zero contour dotted.
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teleconnectivity, at best, between the NH Atlantic and
Pacific regions (Deser 2000).
We now divide each of the Atlantic and Pacific time
series into five equally populated categories 
2, 
1, 0,
1, 2, sorted by the magnitude of the corresponding
anomaly, and compute the conditional probability of
regimes A and B to occur within a given range of
anomaly magnitude (Fig. B2). Figures B2a,c summarize
the results for regime A, and Figs. B2b,d for regime B.
All panels also show 95% confidence levels based on
Monte Carlo tests that use 100 bivariate surrogate rep-
resentations, based on a three-level linear regression fit
(see appendix A) of the Atlantic and Pacific time series.
Figures B2a,b show that regime A occurs preferen-
tially during categories 0 and 1, while regime B occu-
pies mostly categories 
2 and 
1 of both Atlantic and
Pacific time series. In Figs. B2c,d, we plot conditional
probabilities given simultaneous Atlantic and Pacific
categories. For regime B (Fig. B2d), a significant frac-
tion of regime events is characterized by anomalies of
the same sign and comparable magnitude in both the
Atlantic and Pacific sectors. This regime composite
(Fig. 6b) represents, therefore, a recurrent circulation
pattern that does extend over the entire NH.
The situation is much different, however, for regime
A (Fig. B2c). This regime’s probability of occurrence is
larger during (Pacific, Atlantic) categories (
1, 1), (0,

1), (0, 1), (1, 0), and (2, 0). Computing the same con-
ditional probability (not shown) based on the QS subset
of the full dataset (section 3b) demonstrates that only
the enhanced probabilities of categories (0, 1), (1, 0),
and (2, 0) are due to QS anomalies. The full composite
of regime A (Fig. 6a) is thus primarily the sum of two
subsets of recurrent circulation maps, which are char-
acterized by a large anomaly in one of the basins, and a
smaller anomaly in the other.
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